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gigante asiático
It's a way of referring to China.  It is given due to its great extension.  Likewise, the "Indian Subcontinent" is used to refer
to India. 

gigantes
Giant Plural.  Popular belief in many cultures in which the existence of very large people or animals with disproportionate
faculties is manifested. 

gigantesca
It means very large.  It has a phenomenal size, very large, superior to all of its species.  Immense, giant. 

gigantesco
Very large, oversized.  Giant or huge size. 

gigantón
Person of great stature.  Very tall and strong man.  Giant Augmentative. 

gigatonelada
It is a unit of measurement that does not belong to the International System of Measures.  It is used to measure mass or
also energy.  As a measure of mass it is equivalent to 10 raised to the ninth power in tons or 1 . 000 . 000 . 000 (billion
tons) .  The equivalence is 10 to 15 grams (one thousand trillion grams).  Energy released by the explosion of one Giga
Ton of TNT.  As a measure of energy equivalent to 4, 184×10 raised to the 18 power in Joules.  4 , 184 Trillion Joules . 

gigatón
Giant augmentative, very tall or very large person. 

gigurros
It was also called Egurnion, Gigurri or Egurres.  It was an ancient pre-Roman village of the Comarca de Vladeorras
(Galicia, Asturias).  Name of an ancient tribe of Augustan Astures. 

gijas
Gijas, or better yet jigas, is the name given to minced pork to make sausages.  Chorizo mince.  With it also makes a
cake that carries shredded potatoes.  It is typical food of Spain (Castilla-León ).  It is also called in other parts of Spain,
fox, moraga, chichas, chichos.

gil
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin, although some write Hill and say that it is of English origin (a surname that
also exists and is truly English).  In our country, gil, is also a colloquial way of saying stupid, silly, lerdo, stupid,
atulampado.

gila
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of an actor, humorist and Spanish Illustrator, born in Madrid and called Miguel
Gila Cuesta.  Means simple, simple and also naive, innocent.  It is also the name of a river in the State of Colorado,



United States, a county in the State of Arizona and a town in the State of New Mexico.  Also said Gila or Gila Monster a
poisonous lizard endemic of North America's scientific name Heloderma suspectum, belonging to the family
Helodermatidae.  It is slow and heavy.

gilada
In Colombia it is a bit of a total awkwardness.  Brutality, idiocy, nonsense, nonsense.

gilberto
It is a male name of German origin and means the one that shines or excels in battle.  Colloquially in Colombia, gil,
sonso, goofy, stunned, paparote.

gilda
It is a woman's name of Celtic origin.  It means the one who honors God.  Some consider it a variant of Hilda or
Hildegard, which is of Germanic origin and means the one who fights constantly, the fighter, the warrior.  Stage name of
an Argentine composer and singer whose real name is Myriam Alejandra Bianchi.  He was a performer of tropical music
and died in a traffic accident.  In Spain it is a type of tapa, banderilla or pincho, which is made with olives, chilli (piparra,
chili or chili) and anchovies. 

gilera
Gilera is an Italian surname. Italian motorcycle brand. Gilera was an Italian manufacturer of motorcycles. It was founded
in Arcore in 1909 by Giuseppe Gilera. In 1969, the company was bought by Piaggio.

gilida
In the United States it is a surname.

gillette
Surname of English origin.  Surname of the inventor of the razor, named King Camp Gillette (born in the United States). 
Trademark of several products for the afe3itada (blades, machines, creams, etc), belonged to the company The Gillette
Company and is currently of the multinational Procter Gamble, better known as P G. 

gilma
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means young woman full of life, maiden who radiates energy and vigour.  It
also means protective.

gimbal
In essence it is a platform that is especially used in drones to place cameras and aims not to affect the shots by
vibrations or movements of the same.  It is a motorized platform that is controlled by a board with several sensors.

gimelga
It is the name of a piece of wood in the form of a tile, on which rests and reinforces the pole or boom of a boat.  Taco or
cuño .

giménez
Giménez or Jiménez , is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a hill in Paraguay, which belongs to the Ybycuí
mountain range.  Surname of Uruguayan footballer whose full name is José María Giménez .  He plays as a defender



for Club Atlético de Madrid.  Name by which he met a Brazilian footballer, whose full name was Guilherme Giménez de
Souza, who was also known as Guilherme.  He died in the Chapecoense plane crash. 

gimlet
It is the name of a cocktail which has gin and lime juice.

gimnadenia
It means exposed gland or bare gland.  Viscidium or exposed viscidium (viscous and fragrant element of a flower).  It is
the castellanization of the term Gynmadenia, which is the name of a genus of plants in the orchidaceae family.  It is
known as odorous orchid or fragrant orchid.

gimnasia
It is the physical activity aimed at strengthening and maintaining physical fitness through the continuous and scheduled
execution of exercises.  It is also an Olympic sports discipline.  Athletic exercises. 

gimnasta
Name given to athletes who practice gymnastics. 

gimnocéfalo
It is the castellanization of the term gymnocephala.  It means bare head, bare head, bald head.  Gimnocephalus is one
of the common names of a bird endemic to Borneo.  Its scientific name is Pityriasis gymnocephala.  it belongs to the
genus Pityriasis and the family Pityriaseidae .  It is also called headed.

gimnodonte
It means exposed or visible teeth.  Naked teeth, discovered or peeled.  They're mandibular dentures.

gimnoto
It is one of the common names of a fish that produces electric shocks.  It is also called in Colombia shaking, shaking,
porkqué, pilaké, electric eel or just eel.  It is also called a bandit knife fish.  Its scientific name is Electrophorus electricus
and belongs to the family Gymnotidae . 

gimnuro
It is one of the common names of an animal of the genus Echinosorex and belonging to the family Erinaceidae (i.e.
hedgehogs).  It is also known as a lunar rat ( moonrat).  There are 3 species: the Sumatra mole rat, the Malacca
Peninsula and the Borneo Peninsula.

gimotear
It means moan.  Complain, complain, sobbing and whining.

gimoteo
It means lament, moaning, complaint, sob, whining.  Action and effect of moaning, crying, moaning.  Crying.

gimoteos
It means laments, groans, complaints, sobs, whining.  Action and effect of whining, plural.  Plural of whining.



gimplar
It means sobbing or whining.  Whining.  It mostly refers to children's whining.

gina
It is a name of Germanic origin woman means glorious fighter  Yina, Luisa or Luisina (Luigia or Luigina in Italian)
synonyms.  It is another name for a tree also called guamuchil, chicken coop, chiminango, pinzan, or payande.  Its
scientific name is Pithecellobium dulce and the Fabaceae family,

ginan
Name of a town in Japan that belongs to Gifu Prefecture.  It has a little over 25. 000 inhabitants .  Name given to a star
in the constellation Southern Cross.  It is also called Intromedida.  For astronomers it corresponds to Eta Crucis or 5
Crucis. 

ginandria
It was an ancient way of referring to a condition of hermaphrodite plants.  Plants whose stamen is born the pistil .  In
Medicine, it is defined as "female pseudohermaphroditism produced by an androgenic stimulus in women".  Clitoral
hypertrophy.  Woman presenting bulging external genitalia, somewhat similar to that of man.

ginandromorfo
It is the name given to a living being who has half the body as male and the other half as female (technically called
bilateral ginadromorphia).  It has characteristics of male on one side and female on the other.  It rarely occurs in some
birds and is recognized for having symmetrically different shapes or colors in species of sexual dimorphism.   It also
occurs in insects and crustaceans. 

ginastra
In Indonesia it is a surname.  It also exists as the surname Ginastera.  Ginastra is also one of the common names of a
toxic plant.  It is also called junípero rake, cypress crawler, earth pine, sabina rastrera, sabina terrera.  It has some
medicinal uses like emenagoga, has caustic properties and is used to remove warts, but is abortive and an alcohol that
is obtained from it, sabinol is very toxic.  Its scientific name is Juniperus sabina and belongs to the family Cupressaceae.

gincana
It is the name given to a series of competitions that are held in group and outdoors.  It consists of several tests of
various kinds and is strictly competed by teams.  You can also use the term gymkana , yinkana or yincana . 

gindes
It is a surname of Jewish origin.  Last name of a Politician and PediatricIan Physician of Azerbaijan.  Its full name is
Yevsey Yakovlevich Gindes, better known as Yevsey (Eusebio) Gindes .  It is the name of a Turkish river that together
with the Murat, make up the Euphrates River.

ginebra
It is the name of a European city, it belongs to Switzerland.  It is also the name of a canton and a lake in that same
country.  Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Valle.  Name of a typical Spanish musical
instrument also known as Huesera or Arrabel.  It is made with cane canutes.  Name of King Arthur's wife, daughter of
King Leodegrance of Cameliard.  Name of a liqueur resulting from the distillation of nibrins (juniper fruits). 

gineco-



It is a Greek prefix meaning of the woman, proper to the woman.  Relating to women. 

gineco-obstetra
Name given to the Physician, who specializes in Obstetrics and Gynecology.  Physician specialized in women's
reproductive organs. 

ginefobia
It means excessive fear or hatred of women.  Aversion to women. 

ginevra
Ginevra is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Geneva; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the version
in Italian of Geneva.  Geneva is Switzerland's second city.  It is the world headquarters of the Red Cross and the United
Nations.  It is an aguardientoso liquor derived from the distillation of barley malted and flavored with herbs.

ginés
It is a suffix of Greek origin, which means origin, provenance, birth.  It is also used as a male name, variant of Genesio. 

ginger dorada
It is the common name of an ornamental plant of the family Zingiberaceae.

ginger gold
The name of a variety of Heliconia.  Also known as Golden Ginger garden plant.  It belongs to the family Zingiberaceae. 
They have beautiful flowers, very long-lasting and spicy flavor.

gingivo
It is a prefix of medical and especially dental use that means related to the gums.  Gingival means the same thing.

gino
It is a male name of Italian origin.  It means glorious warrior or triumphant.  As a prefix, you mean woman.

ginocentrismo
It is a social doctrine or movement that considers women as the central axis of society.  Vision of the world and society
based on a woman's point of view. 

ginofobia
In psychology it is the irrational and unhealthy fear of women.  The terms gynecophobia, gynephobia can also be used. 

giñando
The correct term is jignando, with j.  It's a snhred inflection.  It means defecating, making the body, excreting, shitting. 
There is a possibility they may ask for winking, for which the u would have been lacking.  In this case it means joining
the eyelids of the eyes quickly, gently and noticeablely to show affection or interest or to protect yourself from intense
light. 



giñar
It means trying, striving, making the effort.

giovany
It is a male name in Italian, which is equivalent to Juan in Spanish.  It is an Italian variant of the Biblical and Hebrew
name, John.  It means full of grace.  There is also the Giovanni variant. 

gipsy
It is an English language word meaning gypsy ( a ). 

giptoteca
It is a Museum of engraved stones.  Museum of sculptures in stone.  Museum of stone carvings.

gira
Trip or excursion that is made with several stops, to finally return to the place where it began.  It can refer one or many
travelers.  It also means turn, rotation, round movement.  Rollover, change, turn.  Season of travel of an artist. 

giradisco
Appliance used to play music from acetates or discs.  Record player, Picadiscos, turntable.

giraffokeryx
It was a prehistoric shred.  The okapi ancestor is believed.  It existed in the Miocene.  He had four osiconos or horns.

girar
It means rotate, spin.  In Colombia it is also to send money, make a turn.  Make checks and sign them.  Flickering rolar,
turn, turn, turn.

girasol
It's the name of a plant and its flowers.  It's got oily seeds.  It is also called calom, khakima, wonder, mirasol, tlapololote,
shingle corn, acahual.  Its scientific name is Helianthus annuus and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  Its flowers suffer
phototropism.  so they're heading or heading for where the sun is. 

giro
In Colombia it is the same as remittance or sending of money.  Money that is sent to a person who is far away.  It also
means lap, rotation, round movement.  Overturn, change, turn, change.  It can also mean form or way of interpreting
something.  Speech, expression, mode, form, idiom. 

girofle
It means clove.  I nail the seasoning, the name of the floral buttons of the Syzygium aromaticum tree, of the family
Myrtaceae and used as seasonings.  The tree is called a nail tree or carbox.

giros
Plural turn .  It means turns, rotations, flips, movements.  It also means ways to understand or interpret an expression. 
Locutions, expressions, modes, shapes, idioms, meanings.  Money that is sent to a person who is distant.  Remittances,



payments. 

giròn
Girón is a town and municipality in the Santander Department, Colombia.  It is very colonial. 

girón
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality that belongs to the Department of Santander.  Its full name is San Juan de
Girón and it is part of the Metropolitan Area of Bucaramanga.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Governor of
the New Kingdom of Granada, born in Talavera de la Reina, in Spain, his name was Sancho Girón de Narváez. 
Surname of bullfighter of Venezuelan origin named Francisco Girón Díaz, popularly known as Curro Girón.  There are
also towns called Girón in Ecuador (Azuay Province), El Salvador (La Libertad Department), Vernezuela (Monagas
State).  Girón is also the name of a neighborhood of the city of Malaga, in Spain. 

gisela
Gisella or Gisela is a name of Germanic origin woman.  It means a piece of happiness, warranty of happiness, which
gives happiness.  Literally in German is strong with the arrow, the powerful arrow (Gisil-hard).  Gisela or Giselle is the
name of a romantic Ballet in two acts with music by Adolphe Adam.

gisella
It is a name of woman of German origin and means garment of happiness.  Gisell Variants, Giselle, Gisella.

giselle
It is a woman's name of Germanic origin, meaning pledge of happiness, that guarantees happiness.  It is the variant in
French.  Variants: Gisela, Giselda, Gisella and Iselda.  It is the name of a piece of music for ballet by Adolphe Adam and
a movie.

gitana
Dark-skinned woman, who belongs to a nomadic people presumably from India.  Cañí , Calé , Zingara , Romaní .  The
word as such means "belonging to different races" and is of Sanskrit origin.  Name of a song by Willie Colón.  Name of a
Shaquira song.  In Colombia, woman of the Rom People.  Woman who guesses luck by reading her hand.  Gypsy
Culture: Set of customs and habits of the Gypsy or Calé people.  Name of uyna moth that has become a great pest of
forests and crops in the United States.  It is also called a hairy lizard and belongs to the family Erebidae.  Its scientific
name is Lymantria dispar. 

gitanilla
Diminutive of gypsy, small gypsy, gypsy girl.  In Colombia it is also the common name of a garden plant of beautiful and
permanent flowers.  It is also known as geranium, pelargonium or boyfriend.  It belongs to the family Geraniaceae and
there are many species. 

gitanillas
They are very popular hanging garden plants.  There are many species (about 700 ) .  They are easy to care for and
keep very flowering.  They are also called geraniums.  Its scientific name is Pelargonium peltatum and they belong to
the family Geraniaceae.  It is clarified that the genera Geranium and Pelargonium, are very similar, both belong to the
family Geraniaceae and are all called geraniums.  In Colombia we also call him boyfriend.

giza



It is the name of a city and an area of high anthropological interest in Egypt.  There are the famous pyramids.

gizarajo
It is not a word the Spanish but the Basque language. Means poor. Guiñapo.

gizun
gizun is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gizun" as meaning:<br>Gizun is a surname originating in Belarus.
Currently there is also in Egypt and Ethiopia.

gía
Name of a film by Michael Cristofer and played by Angelina Jolie.  Gía is a woman's name of Italian origin and means
"God is merciful" .  It is considered to derive from Gaia, Greek goddess, Mother Earth.  Name of an American model,
who died very young of AIDS.  Her full name was Gia Carangi (her life was the subject of the film of the same name,
which was played by Angelina Jolie). 

gínjol
Fruit of the jinjolero or jujube.  It is a type of exotic fruit that is also known as red date or jujuba.  Itras ways of calling it is
jujube or jínjol, zaozí, Chinese date or chichourle.  It is a medium and thorny tree.  Its scientific name is Zizyphus jujuba
and it belongs to the Rhamnaceae family.  The fruit is sweet and with it jams are prepared. 

glacial
It means that it is extremely cold, that it freezes or freezes.  Layer of ice that covers the snow-capped mountains.  Cap
of the polar zones .  Icy, icy, cold, frigid.  It can also mean Indifferent, undaunted, apathetic. 

gladeacion
gladeacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gladeacion." being its meaning:<br>It is not a word accepted
even by the SAR. It is applied in the environment air fresheners products ( by the Glade 41 mark; Apply air fresheners.

gladys
It is a woman's name of Welsh origin.  It means the one that is cheerful and has as variants Gladis and Gleidys. 

glagol
In a term in Serbian it means verb .

glande
Tip or end of the penis.

glasenappia
It means Glasenapp, dedicated to Glasenapp, in honor of Glasenapp.  Glasenapp is the surname of a Russian scientist
and astronomer, named Sergey Pavlov Glasenapp, who was director of two Russian Astronomical Observatories. 
Glasenappia is the name of a small asteroid of the Flora group.

glasial
The correct term is glacial.  It means that it has a thick layer of ice.  Glacier, ice cream, frozen, cold, icy, impassive,



apathetic, undaunted.  Name of a soda or Colombian soda in the Department of Tolima.

glasto
It is one of the common names for a plant.  It is also known as St. Philip's Wort, Noiglo, Pastel Grass, Isatid, Jerusalem
Asp.  Indigo.  Its scientific name is Isatis tinctoria and it belongs to the family Brassicaceae.  It has medicinal uses
(traditional Chinese medicine) and in dry cleaning.  Dye blue.  

glauberita
Follower, admirer, or fan of Glauber, a Brazilian footballer, called Leandro Honorato Berti, who currently plays for the
Columbus Crew.  Glaubirista.  Person who, in chemistry, is a supporter or fan of the doctrines and studies of Johann
Rudolf Glauber, born in Germany (chemist and pharmacologist).  The globerita or glauberite is the name of a mineral
which is a calcium sodium sulfate.

glaucas
Plural of glauca .  It is a Latin term meaning brightness or dimmed clarity.  It also means light green.  It is a term that is
often used in botany, as an epithet of scientific names. 

glaucomatoso
It means that you suffer from glaucoma.  Patient with glaucoma.  You have injury to the optic nerve. 

glaucón
It was the name of an ancient Greek philosopher.  He was the brother of Plato and Adimanto.  His father was Ariston. 
He was also known as Galucon of Athens.

glándulas mamarias
The mammary glands are glands that produce and conserve milk in all mammals. Natural milk container. Breast, tetas,
udder, puchecas, breasts, breast, bust, teresas, keys.

gleam
It is a word from the English language that means flash, brightness.  Synonym flash . 

gleba
It can mean grass, pastal.  Grass-covered land.  Lot or pile of dirt.  Earth lump that lifts the plow.  It is also the name
given to the activity of preparing land for agriculture. 

glee
It is a word of the English language which means joy, joy, joy, joy, joy.

glen
It is a word of the English language, meaning glen, broken.  Also, Glen or Glenn, is a male name in English. 

glenn
Glenn is incorrectly written and should be written as "Glenn ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is an Irish male
name.



glero
It is a suffix meaning hard, strong.  Vocinglero means that he speaks very strong, very hard.  Rock.  stone.

gliadina
It is the name of a glucoprotein, found in wheat and most cereals, especially those belonging to the genus Triticum.  It is
very important in the formation of gluten.  Intolerance to it generates coeliac disease and other food pathologies.   .

glicina
It is one of the names of an amino acid that form the proteins of living beings.  It is found in cells.  It is also called
glycocola.  It is also one of the common names of a climbing plant of the genus Wisteria and the family Fabaceae which
we also call rattlesnake. 

glicocola
It is one of the names of an amino acid that form the proteins of living beings.  It is present in cells.  It is also called
glycine.  It is also one of the common names of a climbing plant of the genus Wisteria and of the family Fabaceae which
we also call rattlesnake or visteria .  . 

glicólico
It means concerning glycol, which comes from glycol, which is a somewhat oily alcohol.  In Chemistry it is the name of a
very volatile acid, also known as hydroxycotic acid.  Glycolic acid is widely used in the cosmetic industry and is intended
to eliminate wrinkles. 

glifo
It is a Greek root that is used as a suffix or prefix in Spanish.  It means carved, engraved, painted, carved, charted. 
Stroke, print or painting.

gliglico
gliglico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Giglico" as meaning:<br>It is the tangled language invented and
used by Julio Cortázar in hopscotch.  Interpreted as a game, exclusive language musical language.

gliptodonte
He was a kind of gigantic armadillo who lived in America in the Pleistocene.  The word means sculpted or carved tooth. 
He belonged to the Chlamyphoridae family. 

glitch
It is a word in the English language that means failure.   Technical glitch, bug, or unexpected game behavior, usually
due to design issues or erroneous codes.  Name of a TV series in Australia. 

globosa
It means globe-shaped.  It is a term used in Botany to determine one of the forms of the tops of the trees, balloon.

globulos rojos
The word blood cells, lacks the tilde.  They are also called erythrocytes or red blood cells.  Type of blood cell, blood
component which transport oxygen.



gloide
I think that they intended to ask for colloid. Appearance of wash, gelatinous, colloidal, Gummy, resinous, thick, gel.   ( I
heard some people say gloide, but they referred to something called ega that is a thick glue )

glomerulonefritis
It is a kidney disease in which the glomeruli are damaged ( 41 kidney filters hair balls; because of problems in the
immune system. It manifests with loss of blood and protein in the urine.

glooskap
It is one of the ways to call a legendary figure of the Wabanaki Indians, based on the North American East Coast.  It is
also often called Gluskap, Gluskabe, Kluscap, Kloskomba, Gluskab, Gluskabi and is considered Creator God and its
name means "the one who emerged or escaped from nothing".  Who came out of nowhere.  .

gloria
It is a name of Latin origin woman, means invocation to God.  Fame, success, triumph.

glorieta
It is a way of calling in Colombia a roundabout, which is a circular road that is built at the intersection of two avenues or
main roads.  It usually has a garden or a monument inside.  Round point (rompoi, rompoy or romboi are terms popularly
used in some regions of Colombia.  In Ecuador it is called redondel and in Peru oval. 

glorificar
It means to praise, to praise.  Give honor, prestige and fame to someone who deserves it. 

gloriona
It is a surname in Brazil, especially in Recife, State of Pernambuco.

glorioso
It means that it produces or generates glory.  Victorious, famous, famous, illustrious, illustrious, illustrious.  It can also
mean blessed, holy, heavenly, wonderful, stupendous. 

glosico
glosico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Glósico" being its meaning:<br>Type glosico. Concerning the
glossary, either to a catalogue of words or expressions of difficult understanding, understanding or definition within a
book or text. Usually is the end of the book. Vocabulary.

glosolalia
God's supernatural ability to speak tongues. 

gloss
It is a word of the English language that means brightness, luster.  It can also mean varnish, comment or gloss. 

glossopetrae
It is a term in latin which means languages petrified.



glostora
It was the name of an Argentine trademark of hair products, such as shampoo, fixators and conditioners.  It's what we
call gel today.  He replaced the gomine.  It was also called a glostor to those who wore a hair fixer.  Gothless hair.

glotografía
It is the writing of each language, which expresses various linguistic units such as syllables, words, morphemes. 
Graphs representing words . 

glotoplastia
In medicine it is a type of surgical intervention by which it is intended to alter the tone of the voice.  It is performed by an
otolaryngologist.  It is used to soften or femininize a strong or masculine voice) or the opposite to make a female voice
more serious or thick. 

glotónimo
Name given to a language.  Name of a language .  It can also be called a glossonym.  When the name is in its own
language it is called autoglotonym. 

glover
It's an English word.  It means glove box, glove box, place where gloves are kept.

glósicos
Glossic refers to talking, the desire to talk and learn more language. It is the interest of infants to learn things and learn
quickly.

gluco
It is a Greek prefix meaning grape, sweet wine. Used in Spanish used to denote glucose, sugar. It is also synonymous
with Glyco and glice prefixes.

glucogenolisis
The correct term is glycogenolysis, with tilde always.  It is a metabolic process consisting of glycogen degradation to
obtain glucose.

glugluteante
It means it emits gluglutes.  Noise generated by turkeys.  It makes glu glu glu continuously.

gluma
In Botany it is the name of two scales or bracties that cover the inflorescences of some Poáceas plants.  Coverage of
grass inflorescences.  Cover.  Shell.

glutenina
Also known as glutein.  is the name of a protein.  Together with gliadin, they form gluten.  It is a protein present in wheat.
 Derived from glutelin. 

glyptodón



Glyptodon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Gliptodon ( in Spanish )" being its meaning:<br>The Glyptodon
or best Gliptodon, is an extinct giant armadillo. It is characterized by being of early mammals that existed, armored and
spiked some defense in its tail. It was found in Argentina.

gmelinita
It is a diminutive of gmelina.  Gmelina or gamhar seedling.  The gmelina is a plant, more exactly a tree, very used as an
ornamental in gardens and avenues.  Also referred to as gamhar.  Its scientific name is Gmelina arborea and belongs to
the family Lamiaceae.

gnescencia
The correct term is ignescencia. It is the ability that is a matter of light, to ignition, ability to burn, to form called, of
incinerated.

gnomo
Being fantastic of small stature and living in forests.  Being little ones with magical powers that hides in the gardens and
in the forest.  Being mythological of Northern Europe. 

gnoseología
It is also called The Theory of Knowledge.  It is the branch of Philosophy, which studies the origin, nature or essence,
and phenomenology of knowledge. 

gnósico
Concerning the knowledge and learning.  It is a pathology characterized by a delay in the acquisition of the lectografico
language and the calculation.

goa
It is the name of a state of India, on the shores of the Arabian Sea.  It once belonged to Portugal.  Name of a former
Portuguese colony in India.

goajira
Goajira it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Guajira" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Guajira. It
is the name of the a Department of Colombia, in the peninsula of the same name. Its capital is Riohacha. The word in
Wayu or Wuyunaiki language is Wajiira, which means our land, Ancestral territory, without Frontera.Guajira is also a
Cuban musical genre derived from the Cuban point. Traditional Cuban music.

gobernar
It means sending, exercising command, administering and controlling a territory.  Send, govern, manage, administer,
control, direct.

gobiconodonta
Conical tooth of the Gobi, Tooth with cusp of the Gobi.  It is the name of a genus of fossil of a small mammal very similar
to the present possum and lived in the Early Cretaceous.

gobiconodón
It is the fossil of a mammal that was characterized by having two prominent teeth in the upper jaw. He lived in the early



Cretaceous in Laurasia. We found his remains in Mexico. Gobiconodontidos is the genus of fossil mammals of two
teeth.

gocu
Name of an anime character from Dragon Ball.  Goku. 

goddamn
It's a word in English that means damn, damn.  It is the name of a song and a video of Tyga, a North American rap
singer and Hjp hop.  His real name is Michael Ray Nguyen-Stevenson.

goddess
It is an English word which means godless, irreligious, atheistic, disbelieved, lost God, gone astray.

godinez
In Mexico it means employee of an official dependency.  In Colombia we call him an official.  It is also a surname, of
Asturian origin.  Godino's patronymic.  Name (or better surname) of a character of the chavo class of 8, represented by
Horacio Gómez Bolaños.  It is also usually called Oyoyo or Skates. 

godino
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a great Spanish mathematician and researcher named Juan Díaz Godino.
 It is also the patronymic name of the surname Godinez.  It means Goth, Gothic ( gentilicio ) .  There is also the surname
Godín. 

godín
A person who works in a government office and on a defined schedule.  Employee , official .  It is also a Spanish
surname, of Asturian origin.  It is considered Godino's patronymic, as is Godinez.  Surname of Uruguayan footballer who
acts as a defender.  His full name is Diego Roberto Godín Leal and he currently plays for Cagliari Calcio of Italy's Serie
A.  He is a starting central defender and captain of the Uruguay national football team. 

godo
In Colombia it is a way of calling a conservative party militant.  Traditionalist and slob.

godos
In Colombia is a pejorative way of referring to members of the conservative party.  Germanic people who fought against
the Romans.  They were divided into Visigoths and Ostrogoths.

godspeed
It literally means in English at the "speed of God".  Can be translated as with the speed of God, immediately or good
luck.

godzilla
It is the name of a fictional monstrous being of Japanese culture.  It is considered to be a mutant dinosaur caused by
radiation caused by atomic testing.  Numerous films have been produced about him.  Name of a Marshall Bruce Mathers
III song.  better known as Eminem. 



goecia
It is a term of Greek origin meaning charm, seduction, magic, deception.  To know, to know about sorcery or black
magic.  You can also use goetia. 

gofrera
Appliance used to make waffles.  It is the same as Waffle Baker (to make waffles or waffles).

gog
The name of a company that distributes video games.  Name of an asteroid that in 2027 according to the Spanish writer
and journalist Juan José Benítez, will impact the earth in the year 2027 (within 5 years).  biblical character who was a
descendant of Reuben.  It disappears in the Old Testament in the Book of Ezekiel.  He is also an apocalyptic character
who will fight with Israel at the end of time.  It appears in the Book of Revelation. 

gogas
Plural of goga .  It means insper, slipper, sports shoes.  It is also usual to call Goga women who have the name
Georgina. 

gogotazo
For Venezuelans it means strong blow.  They also say scoop (strong blow given on the back of the neck).

goicoechea
It is a surname of Spanish origin and more exactly Basque.  Last name of an Argentine footballer, named Sergio
Goicoechea, who acted as goalkeeper.  He is currently a TV host for sports programs.  There is also Goycoechea. 
Goicoechea is also a brand of natural cosmetic products.

goku
Name of a character from the anime world.  He considers himself a hero and although he died, he managed to resurrect.

gola
It means gaznate,, throat, neck, gañote.  In Architecture it means molding, cimacio.  It's also a military badge.

goldita
It is a diminutive of Golda, a Hebrew female name.

goleado
That it has suffered a defeat with a bulky marker.  He received many goals against.  It is an inflection of thrashing.  It
means scoring goals, score goals.

goleador
Football player who is characterized by scoring frequently, who scores many goals. 

goler
In Colombia it is vulgarism for smelling.  It is also a word that belongs to the Asturian language and means to smell.  



Feel the aromas through smell. 

golero
In Colombia is synonymous with goalkeeper, goalkeeper, goalkeeper, Cerberus (in the sport of football).  It is also one of
the common names of the vulture, gallinazo, Pimp, buzzard or Vulture American.  See meaning of gallinazo Vulture.

goleros
Gallinazo ( Coragyps atratus ). Scavenger bird, very useful to health and environmentally speaking then clean of
corpses across your environment. Black Vulture ( in English Black vulture ). Thus also says you to goalkeepers in
football for two different reasons: one by staying at the arc, addressing situations of gol; the other pporque antiguamnete
all wore all black uniforms. Goalkeeper. Archer.

goleta
Name of a sailboat type boat, which has several masts and sails.  Name of a city in The United States, in Santa Barbara
County, California. 

golfito
Golf game on a tiny course.  Diminutive of golf or gulf.

golgota
It is the name of the Mount of the skull or the Calvary where Jesus suffered his cruxificcion. It is on the outskirts of
Jerusalem. Golgotha or Flor Gólgota, is the name of a plant also known as Cayeno: (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis), called
commonly pink China, Cayenne, poppy, hibiscus, among other names, is a family of the malvaceae Evergreen shrub,
native to Eastern Asia. In Colombia it is used in gardening and living fences or hedges.

gollete
Top and front of the neck.  Part of the neck that attaches to the chin or chin.  Gaznate , guargüero .  Narrow, top of the
neck of a bottle or similar containers. 

golluts
It is a term in Catalan derived from goll, meaning coto, goiter.  It can mean goiters or cotudos.  It was a town that was
characterized by short stature and the presence of goiter or preserve among its members.  The lack of iodine
consumption was undermining them and inbreeding foemtó cretinism.  This town was disappearing in the Poroneos last
century. 

golocinienta
The correct term is golosinienta, with S.  You mean he likes candy.

golondrera
In Colombia and especially in my Department ( Tolima ), colloquially we say golondra to a stone, pedrisco or piece of
rock, therefore a swallow is a place with many rocks, stones or rocks.  Demonstration of students where many stones
are thrown.  Pedrera.

golondrina
It is one of the common names of a bird very common and dispersed all over the world.  The barn swallow has the



scientific name Hirundo rustica and belongs to the family Hirundinidae.   It also receives the name of andoriña. 
Common name of the fish's scientific name Chelidonichthys lucerna (or Triglia lucerna), that also receives the names of
bejel.  Rubio, pepe, goat, cabrilla.  It belongs to the family Triglidae.  The presidential yacht name Argentina (ARA
swallow).  The name of a locality Argentina in the province of Santa Fe.

golosa
A woman who eats too much, eating of gluttony.  Colombia also wants to tell ratera, thief.

golosear
It means eating of gluttony.  Golosinear, eating things without feeling hungry.  In Colombia it also means steal.

golpe
In Colombia, it has many meanings.  Some are totazo, trompada, slap, fist, assault, robbery, news, collision, fall,
encounter, shock, impact, bumper, topetazo, trompicon, push, slap, punch, heartbeat, pulse. Form or playing the strings
of an instrument.

golpe de estado militar
It is the action performed by military, which seeks to overthrow a Government that does not meet the needs of a people.
They usually assume the temporary Government while elections are carried out and the governance returns to normal.
Sometimes they perpetuate in power and become dictatorial governments.

golpeado
It is an inflection of hitting.  It means bumping, hitting, cascar, tripping.  In Colombia the word used hit, as a synonym of
heartbroken, crushed, tormented, afflicted, distressed, troubled, questions.  Disconsolately, sad.

golpes
Plural of coup.  It means impact, fall, trompicon, shock, THUMP, stop.  It can also mean punch, slap, assault, moreton,
Cardinal, hematoma.

goma
In Colombia it is a soft sweet, coated with some sugar and flavored with fruit.  It can mean glue, adhesive, glue.  It can
also mean rubber or eraser.  In several countries it is a way to call a tire or car tire.  .  In Cuba guayabo, hangover.  For
us in Colombia, the word rubber also means fashion, attachment, fidelity, attraction, attraction, persistence, insistence,
affinity, clinging to something, lack of detachment. 

gomas
In Colombia the gums is a form of call tires or tires of vehicles.  Gums are also a few sweets made with gelatin
condensed.  They are also rubber sneakers for sports.  The chiclets or chewing gums.  Rubber is the plural of rubber.  In
Colombia we also say a desire rampant by something, rubber habit or Hobby for a particular activity.

gombo
It is one of the common names you have plant Abelmoschus esculentus of the Malvaceae family.  Also receives other
common names such as: ambrette, molondron, okra, okra, bamia, okra, okra.  In Colombia we say candia.  In Colombia
it is prepared in stew.



gomeisa
It is an Arabic orfigen term and means laggardous eye.  It is the name of one of the stars in the constellation Canis
Minor.  It has also been called ?  ( Beta )  Canis Minoris , ?  ( Beta )  CMi or 3 Canis Minoris by astronomers. 

gomelo
In Colombia it is a way to call a young man of showy and sometimes extravagant appearance.  He likes to attract
attention using very fashionable costumes and also makes haircuts and makes up in a quirky way.  He usually lives on
appearances.  Affected by rubber.  For us in Colombia, the word rubber also means fashion, attachment, fidelity,
persistence, insistence, affinity, clinging to something, lack of detachment. 

gomera
It is the name of a small island of Canary Islands.  In Colombia it is the same as spring, rubber tapper, slingshot, arrow. 
It is an instrument that is used to forcely throw stones.  It consists of a chamois and rubber strips.

gomero
It is one of the common names of a tree also known as jacio or rubber.  Relative to rubber.  It produces rubber. 

gomeros
The gum is a tree in the family Moraceae.   They are also known as rubbers, matapalos or ficus.  The scientific name for
the most common species is elastic Ficus.  Used as a houseplant.  It represents a potential risk, as it is very invasive
and fast development in some parts of Colombia is known as Matapalo, he is host of a highly poisonous larvae of the
genus Lonomia.

gomia
Fantastic character that is used to scare children.  Fabulous and mostruous snake, tarasca.  It can also mean gluttonous
swallow, person who eats with voracity.  It is the name of a town in India, belonging to Bokaro district, Jharkhand state. 
this city is also called Gumia. 

gomina
Diminutive derivative of rubber .  Gel or hair fixative . 

gomosis
In Phytopathology is the name of a disease of many plants, which usually occurs in the trunks and branches of fruit
trees.  It can be initiated into the wounds of the poorly treated grafts.  Rubber patches form on wounds, where fungi
thrive.  It is rotting of the base of the trunk, the neck of the plant and adventitious roots.  The most widespread
consequence is inadequate development and premature fall of the fruits.  Finally there is death of the plant.  It is usually
caused by fungi of the genus Phytophthora (species nicotiane and citrosphthora), which in turn facilitate the spread of
other pathogenic fungi found in the soil such as those of the genera Fusarium and Penicillium.   .

gomphotaria
Name of a prehistoric walrus, which was characterized by having four highly developed canines.  Wedge seal teeth.  He
specialized in eating shell molluscs.  He lived in the Miocene in North America.

gomphotherium
Giant beast or very large.  It was a species of extinct proboscis that lived in the Miocene and Pliocene.  It was related to
today's elephants, although they differed greatly in the dental structure.



gondolazo
It is a way of calling in Argentina the mass collection of food, through donations.   Collect, collect, donations.  It could
also be called a hit given with a gondola (Venetian oar boat). 

gondoleros
People who crew or drive the gondolas (famous boats of Venice). 

gondomareño
It means that it is native to Gondomar, a Municipality of the Province of Pontevedra.  It is currently part of the
Metropolitan Area of Vigo.  Also Gondomar , is a municipality of Portugal, which belongs to the District of Porto and is
part of the Metropolitan Area of Porto, but in this case the Gondomarense Gentile is used more. 

gone
It is a word in English that means gone.  Inflection of go (or go to), in English.  "Gone with wind" was the English title of
"what the wind", to translate it literally would be "gone with the wind".

gonete
I think they're asking for a slob, with ñ and not with n.  It means throat, neck or neck.  You can also refer to the thin part
of a bottle near the mouth or lid.  Bottle neck.

gongylosoma
It means round body.  It is the name of a genus of snakes in the family Colubridae.  They are found only in India and
Southeast Asia.

goniurosaurus
It means short-tailed, thick-tailed lizard.  It is the name of a genus of geckos, which belongs to the family Eublepharidae. 
They usually have nocturnal habits.  It is found in China, Southeast Asia, and Japan.  They're called eyelid geckos.

gonnardita
In geology and mineralogy is the name of a mineral that is also known as frog.  It is a silicate of the zeolite group.  In
economics, a person who follows the economic doctrines of René Gonnard.

gonorrea
It is a disease caused by gonococcus, which is a bacterium.  Venereal disease, sexually transmitted.  Gonococcal
disease.  In juvenile slang means person of very bad ness, it is really an insult.

gonorzobia
It is a word of jargon, used in the Department of Santander, Colombia, which is to say that it smells foul, smelly, foul,
smelly, unclean, smelly.

gonyosoma
It means angular body.  In Zoology there is this term for arachnids and snakes.  In Arachnids, Gonyosoma is a genus of
long-legged, thin-legged spiders, called duck spiders or opilons.  They belong to the family Gonyleptidae .  Gonyosoma
is also used to determine a genus of snakes belonging to the family Colubridae.  It is found in China and Southeast Asia.



goñete
It is a term used in the Eastern Plains of Colombia and in Venezuela.  It means throat, neck.  Guargüero .  neck.  It can
refer to a person's neck, an animal to that of an elongated container such as a bottle or vase. 

goño
It is a word of Basque origin.  It can mean honey or sweet.  It is also native to the Goñi Valley, in the Navarre
Community, Spain. 

goodrae
It is a play on words. In essence is a way to navigate in the dictionary of the RAE ( Real Academia Española ) in a
hypertextual way, lematizada and which also enables a reverse lookup.

gopherus
It means desert turtle, so they are also called Xerobates.  It is a genus of turtles in the family Testudinidae, i.e. terrestrial
turtles, which exists only in North America.  They are called scrub turtles or desert turtles.  They live in the states of
Sonora and Sinaloa of Mexico and in the Deserts of Mohave and Tamaulipas.

gorbicio
It is one of the common names for a variety or species of pine, a coniferous tree.  Its scientific name is Juniperus
communis.  It belongs to the Crupresaceae family.  It also receives other common names, among which are: jinebro,
ginebro, juniper, sabino, cypress, pine, cimbro. 

gorbicio o jinebro
They are two of the common names of a variety or species of pine, a coniferous tree.  Its scientific name is Juniperus
communis.  It belongs to the family Crupresaceae .  It also receives other common names, among which are: jabino,
juniper, sabino , cypress, pine, cimbro.

gordana
In our country, Colombia, it means fat, tallow, oily tissue that meats present, solid fat.  Butter. 

gordas
It means obese, rolly, .  Fat plural.  Colloquially it can mean large, dangerous, serious, important, extraordinary,
shocking. 

gordiaro
The correct term is Gordian and better still knot Gordiano. Means insurmountable obstacle, difficulty very difficult to
resolve, solution or outcome impossible.

gordillo
It is a Spanish surname of Castilian origin that settled in the Canary Islands  Several American countries there ne. 
Gordillo is the pseudonym used by a cartoonist (comic book artist) Spanish, called Dario Rafael Gordillo Catalina, father
of the also cartoonist Rafael Gordillo.

gordita
It is a diminutive of fat.  It is affectionate in Colombia call the spouse or girlfriend.



gordofobia
It is the rejection or discrimination with people suffering from obesity or overweight.  I hate fat people.

gordolobo
It is one of the common names of a plant, in Spain.  It is also known as barbasco, candelaria, berula, casamo, verbasco,
tripo and other names.  Its scientific name is Verbascum thapsus and belongs to the family Scrophulariaceae.  

gordonea
It's a way of saying in Colombian street language fat bad panzón.  Maleating panzón.  Also in street jargon is usually
used gordorrea (mixture of fat and gonorrhea).  It was the nickname of a crook.

gordote
Fat augmentative.  It means very fat, obese.  Thick, very thick.

gore
It is a word of English origin.  Surname of former candidate for the presidency of the United States ( Albert Arnold Gore
Jr.  , better known as Al Gore).  In terms of cinema, it means horror cinema.  Very bloody cinema. 

gore
It is a word in the English language meaning blood, synonymous with blood.  Family bond, family.  It can also mean
goring, charging.  Last name of a politician in the United States.  His full name is Albert Arnold Gore, but he is better
known as Al Gore. 

gorgeo
The correct term is twitter, with j.  It means high-pitched, prolonged and with pitch changes.  Birdsong, trill.

gorgeous
It is a word of the English language, which means wonderful, great, extraordinary, phenomenal, splendid, exceptional,
rare, singular.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be marvelous, splendid, wonderful

gorgo
In the ancient Greece, you spouse of Leonidas, the Spartan king Cleomenes's daughter.

gorgojear
refers to the attack generated by weevils or termites to especially wood.  Affect with woodworm wood. 

gorgojo
It is a great scourge of the beans and wood.  They are characterized by drilling the grains.  They are small insects that
are also known as billfish, bits or drills.  They belong to the great family Curculionidae, consisting of about 5500 genera
and nearly 100. 000 species (almost a kind by grain), therefore cause great economic losses.

gorgóneo
Relating to Gorgon.  It protects from the evil eye.  A deterrent against all evil, amulet.  In Greek mythology, the name of
one of the three Furies.  Related to Medusa, Perseus, and Athena. 



gorguera
It can mean throat, gaznate, neck.  In Architecture can mean bocce, ornament, mold, molding, gola.

gori venezolano
Gori is a very small city of capital Georgia's Shida Kartli region. José Stlin was born. By similarity, some adepts
Venezuelans to the doctrines of Hugo Chávez, say that Sabaneta in the State of Barinas in Venezuela is the
Venezuelan Gori.

gorilona
Burly woman.  Nickname given to a big, strong woman.  Woman who has dimensions of a gorilla.  Nickname of a female
character from a popular comic strip. 

gorja
It means partying, jolgorio, cheerful, having fun.  It also means guargueero, gaznate or throat. 

gorobeta
It is a way of calling colombia to extreme hunger.  Phylum, hunger, gurbia. 

goroi
It is one of the forms call fish Channa or family SNAKEHEAD, known as snake heads, which are native to Asia. They
also call them Baral, stick or Braal. It is cultivated in Southeast Asia and base of power.

gorra
In Colombia it is synonymous with beret or cachucha.  It is a garment that is used on the head and that has a visor. 
"Cap" means free, unpaid.

gorrera
In Colombia it is also called gorrera or taken advantage.  Person or woman who lives from parasite to those close to
them and who does not spend on their maintenance.  Dropper, maintained, canaler.

gorrero
In Colombia it is the same as gorrón or canalero.  Person who lives at the expense of others and who does not want to
spend anything on their maintenance.

gorreto
Name of a locality in Italy .  It is very small and is from the Province of Genoa, region of Liguria.  Person who wears a
cap or cap.  Who wears cap or cap (small cap).  Also person who likes to live at the expense of others, cap.  It is also a
demonym used in La Rioja, Spain, for those born in several small towns.  Gurriato , cap . 

gorrilla aparcacoches
They are a few terms that are used to describe a person who willingly is dedicated to show or locate sites of parking that
is available in Exchange for gratuity.  The word single gorrilla is diminutive of CAP or a very thin wing felt hat.

gorrino



It's another way to call a little pig.  Piggy, piglet, piglet, marranito, sute, chanchito.

gorrón
Person wearing a big hat.  Increased beanie ( hat ).  In Colombia it is the same as a gorrero or gutter.  Person who lives
at the expense of others and who does not want to spend anything on their maintenance.  We also say busty, lifer,
conchudo.  

gorsofia
It means vain, petulant, conceited, proud, proud, arrogant, boastful.  Talkative and believed.

gorzovia
gorzovia is incorrectly written, and should be written as Gorzobia.  being its meaning:<br>Used more as gorzobia.  It is
an insult that means negligible, undesirable, bad people, bad class, Pharisee.  In Colombia we also say coscorria and
vulgar way, especially the young, say gonorrhea.

gosipino
It means that it is cottony, fluffy, which looks like cotton, .  It also means that it has cotton, that it is filled with cotton or
that it relates to cotton. 

gossiping
It is a word in English that means talkative, gossip, slanderer, intriguing, rabble-rousing.

goteadas
It means dotted with drops.  Drip inflection. 

goterear
In Colombia it means living off the contributions or gifts of others.  In Colombia it is the same as ordering, siding,
porning, canalear, beggar.

goterero
In Colombia is the colloquial form of calling a person that lives taken and eating at the expense of others without
spending absolutely nothing.  Also we say Canal, leaning, supplicants, Playboy, gorron, parasite, Sabre fencer.

gotero
It is a small tube of glass and tapered tip, accompanied at one end of a rubber sucks.  Used in laboratories, medicine
and Pharmacology for dispensing liquids by drops.  Eyedropper.

goterones
Plural of droplet .  In Colombia it means very large drops.  Start of a downpoo with large raindrops. 

gotho
Name of an asteroid 1049.  It was formerly designated 1925 RB. by astronomers .  Name of a fictional Pokemon
character. 



goticulas
The correct term is droplets, always with tilde.  Plural droplet .  Diminutive of gout.  Tiny or very small drops.  Drops. 

gotillón
It means stain, drop, drip edge, grime, dirt, brand, sena, mark.

gotícula
It means very tiny drop.  Microscopic drop, spray.

gouges
It is not a word in the Spanish language. English Gouges is the plural of gouge and means cleft, gap, corrugated. As a
verb ( to gouge ) It is heal, open or extort money.

gourmet
Very high quality food.  It is a word of the French language and refers to exquisite and well prepared food.  The English
language word means gourmet ( a ).  Who knows about refined meals. 

goyo
It is the familiar and affectionate way of calling the one who has the name Gregory.  It is also a small carnivorous
mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is known as cacomiztle or cacomistle, cacomixtle, chicon, striped monkey, güilo
and seven rays.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the Nahuatl language cacomixtle means half lion or half
feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal. 

gozaron
It is an inflection of enjoy.  Means indulge, take advantage of, enjoy, enjoy, have, rejoice, own, pamper yourself.

gozne
It can mean hinge, elbow, fold, pernio.  Articulated metal element that is fixed as a turning axis in a window or door. 
Hinge. 

gozo
It means happiness, joy, complacency.  It is also the name of one of the islands of the archipelago of Malta.

gozón
A person who likes the gozadera, rumba, revelry, pachanga and the Carnival.  Partying, gladly.

gozón gocetas
In Colombia it is the same as enjoyed.  Very cheerful person, who enjoys or enjoys to the maximum of all revelry, party
or opportunity to have fun.  Carnival. 

gozque
In Colombia we say enjoy a half-breed dog, without breed and usually stray.  Ordinary dog without pedigree.  small dog
and barking.  Colloquially we call them Gozque terrier.



gónadas
It means reproductive glands, genital glands, glands that produce gametes or reproductive cells.  They can be male or
female.  Seminal bags or sacs, ovaries.

góndola
It is a type of light boat that is powered by lever or paddle.  Very common boat the canals of Venice.  It is also a way to
call a shelf of a retail establishment where products are displayed for sale.

góndolas
They are a type of small, elongated boats used in Venice that move at the impulse of levers, long masts or elongated
oars.  In Colombia, gondola is also used as a shelf that offers products in a supermarket, usually a thin and elongated
rectangular shelf.  Display or elongated shelf where goods are offered. 

gótico
It's a medieval art style.  Related or relative to the Goths (Germanic people who faced the Romans).

grabado
Recording inflection, which can mean filming, saving sounds on magnetic tape or also marking with a chisel on wood. 
Save to memory. 

grabar
Capture and store sounds on a device or magnetic tape.  Film.  It also means keeping memories in memory. 

grace
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means the one that has a natural charm.  It is a variant of Graciela.  Name of film
actress and Queen of Monaco, called Grace Kelly and married Grace of Monaco (Princess Consort).  Name of a 2009
Paul Solet horror film.  Name of a 2018 film, directed by Devin Adair.  In French it means grace.  Name of 2021 TV
miniseries.  Grace is also a surname. 

gracejo
It means joke, grace, humor.  Situation or narrative that causes hilarity, grace or laughter.  Occurrence, joke, joke.

gracia
It can mean the set of qualities that has a parsona or a thing to make you look nice, attractive.  Donaire, charm, garbo,
unwrapping, elegance, harmony.  Harmonious and pleasant movements.  for the indigenous, name of each person,
appellative.  It can also be taken as something that produces joy or laughter, gracejo, humor, joke, wit, comicity.  In
Colombia it is also used to designate a time that is given to a free creditor costs or interests.  Benefit, mercy, favor,
concession, gift, pardon, amnesty, extension.

gracias nvasco
Thank you nvasco is incorrectly written and it should be written as "eskerrik" being its meaning:<br>Thank you in
Basque language is written eskerrik

gracias nvasco
The right question is "Thank you in Basque".  Thank you in Basque language is "eskerrik asko".



graciela
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means the one that has a natural charm.  That has grace, charm, donaire. 

graciento
The correct term is greasy with s.  It means smeared or impregnated with grease.  Greasy, buttery.

grada
In Colombia a tier is each one of the steps of a staircase.  Each of the levels of a stand.  Step, step, podium, stage.

gradilla
Diminutive of bleacher.  It means staircase, small staircase.  Portable and small ladder.  In a laboratory is the name of a
support where several test tubes are placed.

grados
Mean levels, stairs, ranges, hierarchies, heights.  situations, values, conditions, limits, States.  It is plural of degree. 
Units in which the temperature is measured.

graduaciones
Degrees.  Ceremonies which recognizes an applicant to a title or a student achieving his goal.  Decorations.

graduados
People who have achieved an academic degree.  Name of famous tropical musical group of Colombia.

graduales
Plural of gradual Means relatives of degrees or ascents.  It also means that it is done in stages, degrees, steps or
bursts.

grafemas
It is the name of the minimum and indivisible unit of a language.  Letter. 

grafitear
It is the art of painting or drawing artistic strokes on a public wall or wall (public space).  Make or paint graffiti. 

grafiti
It is the name given to a sign or a drawing that is made on a wall or wall. 

grafología
It is the science that studies or analyzes the character of people according to their writing. 

gragea
In Colombia is synonymous with Tablet, pill, Tablet, Tablet, pasta.  A drug administered orally in tablet form.



gragil
It is the name of an Argentine agricultural input company in Formosa.  It is mainly dedicated to irrigation equipment. 

graham
Graham is used in the United States as a name and as a surname.  Both are English and more exactly Scottish. 
Graham Bell invented the telephone and Robert Graham was a doctor and British botanist was devoted to which the
Graemia genus in the Asteraceae family.

grajo
In Colombia, and especially on the Atlantic coast is smelly armpits, chucha (wing coup, colloquially).  It is also a way to
call the Crow (Corvus frugilegus of the family Corvidae).  Black, omnivorous and long-beaked bird.

gral
It is the most accepted abbreviation for general.  It may refer to the military degree or to which it is commonly used,
global, ordinary. 

gralte
It is a word used in Metallurgy.  It means galvanized.  Sheet iron or steel coated with a different metal. 

gramafono
gramafono is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gramophone" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Gramophone. He was one of the first devices used for the playback of sounds in a flat disk. It consisted of a turntable
and a horn that came out the sound. Old appliance for sound reproduction. Trophy which is delivered in the Grammy
Awards.

gramina
It is a toxic substance present in many plants, especially in grasses or plants of the Poaceae family.  It is the name of an
indole alkaloid, which when synthesized produces tryptophan.  It can be degraded by the action of bacteria. 

graminívoro
It means that it consumes grasses, which eats grasses.  He eats pastures. 

gramíneas
Grasses are a class of plants that have seeds in the form of grains, non-woody and their leaves are usually elongated in
the form of tapes. They are monocotyledons. They are technically called Poaceae and Poales Poaceae. They are very
important in both humans and animals, feeding because within them they are all cereals.

gramíneas
Grasses are a class of plants that have seeds in the form of grains, non-woody and their leaves are usually elongated in
the form of tapes. They are monocotyledons. They are technically called Poaceae and Poales Poaceae. They are very
important in both humans and animals, feeding because within them they are all cereals.

gran masa
Number of people, crowd.



grana
It is one of the names that receives the color dark red or blood red.  Garnet. 

granada
Granada is incorrectly written and should be written as "Granada ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Granada is the
name of a Spanish city and several cities and towns in Latin America. It is the name of a fruit.  The scientific name of the
tree is Punica granatum ( common name Granada or Granado ) and belongs to the Lythracaceae family.  Aphrodisiac
properties are assigned. In Colombia we also say granada to a proprietary use of the military explosive weapon.

granadilla
It is a plant of the family Passifloraceae.  It is a creeping plant and its scientific name is Passiflora ligularis.  It is
Colombia sells much.

granadillo
In Colombia it is one of the common names given in the eastern part of the country to a tree.  Its scientific name is
Hyeronima duckei and belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae.  She is also known as a coach, colorado or ortegón. 

granastrapotherium
It means great beast of lightning.  It is the name of a large ungulate and herbivorous mammal.  It existed in the north of
South America.  He had very developed incisors.

granata
It is the surname of an Argentine journalist and politician named Amalia Granata.  She is currently Deputy of the
Province of Santa Fe.  The surname originates in Sicily ( Italy ).

granbonaerenses
Any tell born or resident in the Gram Buenos Aires.  Of the province of Buenos Aires, Argentina.

grand slam
These are English terms that mean big hit or grand hit.  In the Sport of Tennis is the way to call the 4 biggest
tournaments of this sport : Australia, Roland Garros, Wimbledon and U.S. Open.  It's a term taken from the bridge game.
 It's a move that gets 1000 additional points with 13 bases if you're not vulnerable and 1500 if you're vulnerable.  The
term grand slam is also used in baseball, to indicate a home run with all bases full which means 4 runs. 

grandota
It is an augmentative women big.  It means high, huge, giant, great.

grandotote
In Colombia it means extremely large.  Augmentative big and biggish.  Very great.  They also say grandisisimo
(augmentative of great) or grandototote (augmentative of grandotote). It is a tendency to exaggerate, we also say for
example Shorty or chirriquitico.

granero
In Colombia it is a type of commercial establishment where grains are sold or stored.  Place where cereals and dried
legumes are sold. 



graneros
In Colombia they are commercial establishments where food and groceries are usually sold, but especially grains. 

grangrenoso
It means affected by gangrene.  Having sores or pustules that do not heal the skin.

granìvoro
It means he eats dried grains or seeds.

granjel
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Second surname of a famous Spanish doctor and writer, named Luis Sánchez
Granjel.  Name of a plant in Botany, which belongs to the family Rubiaceae.  Her scientific name is Randia capitata.  It is
also called Randia, Cruceta or Crucillo and has medicinal uses.  It is an abortifacient plant. 

grano
The correct technical term is Caryopsis.  Each of loe elements that form a cob, seed. In Colombia we also say grain to
acne or pimple, papule, pustule or irritation caused by the bite of an insect.

granola
It is a food consisting of a mixture of nuts, cereals, and dried sweet fruit.  It is widely used to prepare breakfast light and
dietary claims.

granola
This is called a food consisting of a mixture of dried fruits, cereals and nuts.  It serves as a food supplement or for
dieting.  It can be mixed with juices, sorbets, milk.  kumis or yogurt. 

granudo
It means it has a lot of grains.  In Colombia , person who suffers from acne.

granujas
Although it is not an adjective very used in Colombia, when used is synonymous with dirt, crook, rogue, scoundrel, Gulf,
perillán, Urchin, naughty, foolish, gamin.

granulocitos
It's a type of white blood cell.  They are characterized by having small granules containing proteins.  They help fight
infectious diseases (especially neutrophils).

granza
It is another name that referred to the plant called blonde or glitter ( Rubia tinctorum in the Rubiaceae family.  That stain
red or coffee.  Grounds or 40 coffee residue; Sediment ).  In Colombia we say pellets also bad quality coffee also called
pasilla or a bad corn.

graphein
It is the Greek root of the suffix spelling or the prefix graph, which means stroke, writing, raya, rayon, sketch.



grasa
It's a generic way to call any kind of lipid.  It means fat, butter, sebum.  It also means lubricant, oil, thick substance that
serves to keep the bearings running. 

grasas
Plural of fat.  It means lipids, water-insoluble substances in biochemistry.  Butter, oily substance.

gratas
The pleasant Word is an adjective to indicate that things are pleasant, pleasant, delicious, pastas, attractive, kind, good.

gratia
It is a Latin word that means kindness, esteem, grace, goodwill.  Charm, attractive.  It is also the name of an asteroid
(424). 

gratificante
It means that it is very pleasant, which produces a lot of pleasure, pleasure or satisfaction.  It also means that it
compensates, that it pays or stimulates. 

gratiniano
In Colombia and in colloquial way means free, without any cost, "cheek", free, for nothing, given.

grato
It means that it is accepted with pleasure, which is well received in good taste.  Nice, pleasant, friendly, good, delicious,
sexy, joyful.

grau
It is a surname of Catalan origin.  In Colombia he is the surname of a famous painter, whose full name Enrique Grau
Araujo.  In Peru it is the name of a football team from the city of Piura.

gravera
Mine, quarry.  Place from where materials are extracted especially gravel and gravel. 

gravidez
Period of pregnancy or gestation .  The period from conception (or fertilization) to labor or birth.  Pregnancy. 

gravilla
Building material extracted from rivers and streams.  Consists of a stone usually maximum 2 inches.  Gravel, pebbles,
gravel, gravel, ballast.

graviola
In Colombia it is the fruit and a tree.  The scientific name of the tree is Annona muricata and it belongs to the
Annonaceae family.  It also receives the names of catuche, guanaba, soursop, masasamba. 



gravitacional
Relative to gravitation or gravity (force of attraction between two bodies where one rotates around another). 

gravitar
Kept around something.  Stay in contact or relationship.  It means depend, have or need support.  Leaning, though, rest,
affect, be based.

gravitatorio
Relative to gravity or the force of attraction towards the center of the Earth.  Also relative to gravitation or the movement
of one body around another by action or effect of gravity.  That rotates, that spins, that orbits.  Gravitational. 

gray
Name of a U.S. city in the State of Iowa.  Name of a County in the State of Texas.  In English, it is a color and means
gray.  It is also called gray the dose of radiation a patient receives.  Ionizing radiation unit equivalent to one July of
energy per kilogram of matter.  Its symbol is Gy. 

graznido
It is the voice or grave sound emitted by some birds (geese, vultures, magpies and rooks).  Squawking action or effect . 
Squawking inflection.  It means voznar, squeal, crascitar.

grácil
It means slender, subtle, substinal, fine, delicate.

gráciles
Plural of graceful .  It means thin, thin, slender, dim, subtle, light.  Delicate, harmonious. 

gráfica de pastel
It is a statistical resource, which is a population distribution in a graph that presents a circle ( cake or cake ) and in the
percentages obtained are proportionally distributed.   It is an easy way to present the distributions by percentages.

greas
In Greek Mythology it was the name given to the 3 daughters of Phorcys and Keto.  They were also called Grayas. 
According to mythology, old women were born.  Their names were Dino (Fear), Enio (Horror) and Pefredo (Alarm). 

grease
It is a word in the English language that means fat, grease.  Hair gel or hair brilliantine.

greca
Greca in Colombia is an electrical device designed to prepare coffee.  Coffee maker.   Trim or decorative band, Ribbon
decoration.

grecia
Name of a country in southeastern Europe, which is also composed of thousands of islands in the Aegean and Ionian
seas.  Its capital is Athens.  Its official name is Hellenic Republic.  Woman's name, which means it is Greek.  The name



is of Greek origin.  Name of Venezuelan actress whose full name is Grecia Dolores Colmenares Mieussens.  Name of a
highly developed and influential civilization of antiquity.  Name of city and canton in Costa Rica.  Name of a Spanish
magazine.  Name of a football team of the Professional Category B of Ecuador.  Name of an avenue in Santiago de
Chile.  Name of the first toucan to have a beak prosthesis placed to rehabilitate it (Costa Rica). 

grecoortodoxo
It means Greek Orthodox.  That belongs to that religion.  That belongs to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem.

greda
In Colombia clay wet.  Damp earth to produce handicrafts.  Clay.

greenday
GreenDay or Green Day ( ) green day.  It is a day which corresponds to the 25 July 2012 and which according to the
Mayan calendar is out of time.  It was a special day to meditate, to prepare the soul, Universal peace day.

greenlee
Greenlee is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Greenlee or Greenlee Textron" being its
meaning:<br>Greenlee or better yet Greenlee Textron is a company of industrial and power tools headquartered in
Rockford, Illinois, United States.

grees
grées is incorrectly written, and should be written as "GRE" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way to pluralize the word
or abbreviation of the English GRE. When a chicano says Grées, refers to the Graduate Record Examination GRE,
which are tests for admission to postgraduate studies.

gregal
Animal that usually lives in a group way in herds, flocks or herds.  According to our dictionary and its use in Biology, it is
synonymous with gregarious.  It has other synonyms: sociable, docile, sheep, group, shady. 

gregorio
The name Gregory means " The one who takes care of his congregation ". It is of Latin origin.

grela
It means dirt, filth.  She is also the wife or companion of a ruffian.  It is the surname of a guitarist and composer of
Argentine tangos called Roberto León Grela.

grelo
It is a way of calling in Spain, especially in Galicia, broccoli, vegetables of scientific name Brassica rapa, of the family
Brassicaceae. 

grencha
In El Salvador it means ordinary, rough, crude, uneducated person who is rude and ruda in his way of being or of
speaking.  It is also a way to call a woman white skin and blond hair.  By Gringo extension, American woman.



grencho
Rough person, of little delicacy.  It is also a way of calling a person of very white complexion and who has white hair. 
This term is used in Central America, especially in El Salvador. 

grenetina
It is the name given in Mexico to the thick, thick and colloidal layer resulting from the cooking of bones, cartilages, and
leathers.  It is a protein, whose major component is collagen.  It is the same thing that gelatin.   Used for prepared food
and in the production of cosmetics.  It was used from the ancient Egypt.

greña
In Colombia it means hair, hair neglected, tangled or deranged.  It is used more in the plural.

greñas
Contemptuously hair .  poorly cared for or neglected hair.  Dirty and tangled hair.  Wicks. 

greñuda
Full of big hair.  A woman who has tangled, dirty and unkempt hair.  In some parts of Colombia in a colloquial way say
you grenuda to the cocada (sweet shredded coconut).  Uncombed, hairy, unkempt, grenchuda, revolt, mechuda.  It is a
colloquial form of call the trapero, MOP or trapeadora.

gres
It is a word of French origin that means sandstone.  It is also the name of a pottery, elaborate paste of silica and
feldspar.

gresca
It is a fight between several people.  In Colombia is synonymous with get, gazapera, flurry, Brawl, scandal, rina,
pendency, pomp.

greta
It is a woman's name of German origin, meaning Margaret (name and flower), pearl.  Gretta and Gretel variants.  Name
of famous Swedish film actress named Greta Garbo (Greta Lovisa Gustafsson). 

gretofobia
You mean I hate Greta.  People who hate the young Swedish activist Greta Thunberg (her full name is Greta Tintin
Eleonora Ernman Thunberg). 

greva
It is a class of sediment that forms on the banks of a river or the sea, made up of small feet, of dimensions between
sand and gravel.  There is also the word greba, with b.  It was a type of metal chancellor used by soldiers in Ancient
Greece to protect the leg or chin. 

grey
It can mean gray ( color , hue ).  It also means set of faithful, group of gregarious.  Congregation, group, set, parish,
community, herd, herd, herd, herd.  Also, Grey, is a surname of English origin.  Last name of the main character of the
television series "Grey's Anatomy", represented by actress Ellen Pompeo and named Meredith Grey.  In the series, this



doctor is the daughter of another ciurjana with the same surname, named Ellis Grey.

greys
It is an English word which means grey, rucios.  It is also gray, bleached hair.

greys
The right thing is Grey's.  Lacks it the apostrophe or apostrophe (').  It is an English term meaning "Grey", according to
Grey on Grey's.  Does Grey's Anatomy reference, i.e. the television series Grey's Anatomy (Merdith gray and his fellow
doctors).

greysi
It is one of the variants of Grace, which is an English name that in Spanish corresponds to Graciela.  There is also the
variant Greeicy (Name of a famous Colombian singer named Greeicy Rendón).  Another variant is Graziz.  The name is
of Latin origin which means "The one of natural charm, the one that has grace".  

grial
In religion, it is the name of a sacred or liturgical container, glass or copón.  It is synonymous with glass, copón, chalice,
glass.

gribane
It is a term of French origin.  It is a type of river boat originating from Normandy, with beams sloping from back to front. 
Norman boat with masts and lateen sails. 

griego
It means natural or native of Greece.  Concerning Greece .  Name of the language spoken in Greece and which is of the
Indo-European family.  Helen, Hellenic. 

grieta
Space between two plates a material when separated or split.  It means crack, crack, slit, slit, groove, crack.   Crack, slit.

grifa
It means curly or curly hair.  Crespa person.  It is also another way to call the marijuana or hemp plant.  It is another of
the common names given to the marijuana plant.  It belongs to the Cannabaceae family, its scientific name is Cannabis
sativa.  It is also called hemp, bague, enea, rondillo. 

grifar
It is a form of bending rods to make hoops.  It is a term used in Construction. 

grifo
In Colombia we say key, pen, Quill.  Valve allowing the passage or departure of a liquid in a pipeline. Fantastic bird of
the ancient Greece.

grileiro grileira
It is a term used in Brazil and means invasive, land usurpad.  Person who misappropriating a piece of land. 



grill
Grill is a word of the English language.  Resistance which is located at the top of ovens, grills or grills that warming dora
food.  Although the English translation is real barbeque, in Colombia used to mean bar, tavern, bailadero, Grill,
restaurant and bar. In the Bogotalogo (document bogotanismos) is said to Grill varietal establishments dedicated to the
sale of alcoholic beverages and food and the presentation of different shows.

grilla
It means some things orderly distribution.  Grill, lockers.  In Mexico, it is falsehood, intrigue, politics, lie, lie.

grillina
It is the name of a genus of microorganisms of the Protista Kingdom, which are especially among the sediments.  They
are benthic foraminiferous belonging to the family Ichthyolariidae .

grillo
Ortoptero insect of the family Gryllidae.  Insects that produce a noise loud at night rubbing their elytra.  Insects that jump
or bounce.  Chapulín.

grima
It is an uncomfortable feeling of dislike or disgust.  Annoyance, anger, rage, annoyance, discontent, grief, sadness,
bitterness.  Destemplamiento of teeth set on edge.

grimado
It means disgusted, angry, angry, brave.  It is a inflection of grimar, which means to anger, to upset, to infuriate, to
embravecer.  It also means that you have your teeth untempted by the action of something very cold and very acidic. 

gringa
In Colombia is a derogatory way of referring to a woman born in the United States.  American.  In Colombia it also
means of blond hair, mona, catira.  "La gringa" is pretending not to understand anything, feigning ignorance.

gringo
In Colombia and many parts of Latin America is the hipocorístico we use, usually with contempt, referring to the
Americans.  We also use Yankee or Yanky.  As says Francisco comes from "Green go home" (green returns home).  It
is taken as a synonym for invader.

gringolandia
It is a colloquial way of calling the United States in Colombia.  Land of the gringos.  It is taken as something derogatory. 

gringuilloso
You mean complicated, complex, difficult, arduous, cumbersome, tricky

grip
It is an English language word meaning grip or grip (hands). 

gripia



It means snake, venomous snake.  By extension used to determine a warlike woman, quarrelsome, uneasy, dangerous,
Belarusian or Russian language.  People from bad ilk, mob.

gris
Name of a color.  Color of steel, elephant skin, ash and cement.  As an adjective it means languid, dull, lacking joy, sad,
nostalgic.  Name of a song by J Balvin. 

grisácea
It means that you have taken a grey hue.  It has similar color to gray.  It opaque.

griselda
Griselda is incorrectly written and should be written as "Griselda ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Griselda is a
name of Germanic origin woman and means heroin.

griseta
It is the name of a tango.  The word is derived from the French "grisette" which means seamstress, dressmaker, woman
who arranges clothes.  Griseta was also a woman who was left galantear easily.

grisín
Name of a bakery product originating in Turin.  It is an elongated bread, very thin and hard (crunchy), which looks more
like a cookie because of its texture.  In Colombia we call it palillo.  In some parts of Spain it is called colín or pico.  It is
also called glisin. 

grissini
It is the same as breadstick, colin, peak or stick of bread.  In Colombia and Cuba say breadsticks.  They are bread sticks
or sometimes have wavy and elongated forms.  There are various flavors and they are used as inputs.  This term is of
Italian origin and is used more in Argentina.

grito
It is a voice broadcast in a very loud and strong tone.  It means screaming, squealing, voice.  Action and effect of
shouting, vociferar.  Loud, snug.  Claim pronouncement of a group or community.  Inflection of shouting which means to
claim, squeal.  You little desañite.

grito de guerra
Shout of the combatants to intimidate the enemy.  Harangue, Proclamation, speech, preaching, Catilinarian.

grivna
In Bulgarian and Bosnian it means Barazalete or Bracelet.  In ancient Esalavo it means manes or hair.  Name of the
official currency of Ukraine that replaced the Karbóvanets. 

grocera
The correct term is rude, with s.  It means vulgar, soez, ordinary, uneducated, coughy.  A person who throws insults and
insults.



groetjes
It is a word in Dutch which means greetings.

grofa
It is a word that is derived from the Latin scrofa, which means sow, sow, swine.  It is a word that is deprecated in the
jargon of Germania which meant prostituta, meretriz harlot.  It is used in Dominican by some people in this same sense.

grofuá
It means prostitute, damaged, damaged, corrupt, corrupt.

groggy
It means dizzy, atontado, turuleto, turulato.

grootslang
It means big snake or gigantic snake (great).  He is a mythical African being who is believed to have attracted elephants
to his cave to devour them.

grosella
It is the name given to the fruit of the currant, corinth or grill.  It is also called red sarsaparilla.  Its scientific name is Ribes
rubrum.  is a shrub in the family Grossulariaceae. 

grosellas
The currant fruits, are red berries, edible.  The currant is also known as Grosello, Corinth or Grill, its scientific name is
Ribes rubrum and belongs to the family Grossulariaceae.  It is a deciduous plant.

groserías
Plural of rudeness.  In Colombia it means profanity, vulgar terms, wrongful, insults, swearing, vulgarities.  It can also
mean inaccuracies, neglects, rudenesses, ordinaries, stubbornness.

grosor
It is the name of the smallest dimension in a three-dimensional body.  Dimension that determines the thickness of a
body.  Fat or waist.

grotesco
In Colombia it means rare, strange, bizarre, quirky, bizarre, scruffy, ridiculous, scruffy, grotesque, eccentric.  It also
means vulgar, rude.

grounin
grounin is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Grounin; is a surname )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Grounin.  It is a Canadian surname, especially centered in Ontario.  With this last name include several medical
acupuncturists.

grubba
It is a surname of Polish origin.  Surname of a Polish sportsman whose full name was Andrzej Stanis?aw Grubba, who



practiced the sport of Table Tennis.  He won a bronze medal twice at the world championships in his sport.  It is also the
name of an asteroid (1058), which was dedicated to Simeiz's telescope builder in Crimea, named Howard Grubb. 

gruesas
Thick is the plural of thick. A thick equals an amount equivalent to 12 dozen or 144 units. He is accounting which is
made by thick. Accounting for dozens of dozens.

grueso
It means enough thickness or volume.  It is fat, big, bulky, acuerpado, voluminous.  In Colombia is a very common
surname in the departments of Cauca, Valle and Nariño.

grulla silvestre
It is a kind of also known as common or crane tailing crane.  It is a migratory bird of the family Gruidae.  It is a wader
which feeds on fish.

grumete
Student of the Naval School.  Sailor's apprentice.  Person who recently entered the Navy. 

grumium
It is one of the names of a star in the constellation Draco.  Astronomers also call it ?   ( xi ) Draconis , ?  ( xi ) Dra o 32
Draconi .  It has also been named Genam and Nodus 1.  In Old Latin it can mean pig's snout or pig's tongue. 

grumo
In Colombia it means clot, caking, clot, clump and cream.

grumos
Plural of Lump.  In Colombia it means clot, caking, Cuajarón, clump, cream.  Thickened formations or clots within a
mixture of fluids.

gruñe
It is an inflection of growl. That throws or emit growls. It means roaring snoring, Buffalo, croak, screaming, screeching,
grinding, rezongar, mumble, protest, mumble, sulking. Show teeth with ferocity.

gruñir
It means showing fierceness, disgust or anger, showing teeth.  produce noises and show teeth in a sign of fury. 

gruñona
Grumpy female .  Grumpy person, who emits, grunts, who grumbles or grumbles.  That protests everything . 

gruñona es
Grumpy to say it growls, it emits murmurs, grunts, howls, roars.  Rezongona, grumpy, unhappy.

gruñón



A person who is very Moody, who growls and grumbles much.  Grumpy, malgeniado.

grupa
In Colombia it is the anca, flank of an animal.  Hip, thigh, muscle covering the ileon bone or ilium, loin.  It's actually a
galicism that comes from the word "croupe."  To the harness or mooring of the rump or gurupa, in Colombia we call it
gurupera .  Site behind the rider's mount, where children climb, when riding on abaces.  It can also be a tard or peyon
used behind the saddle.

grupete
Derogatory form to refer to a group of people, collective, group.  It can be considered synonymous with gang (group of
thugs), gang. 

grupeto
It is a derogatory derivative of group.  Small group, group of few elements or members.  It's a word of Italian origin.  Also
in Music is a musical ornament of three or four degree ensembles surrounding a note. 

grupito
Diminutive of group .  Small group .  Group of few elements .  Group derogatory . 

grupo étnico
It is a group of people who belong to a tribe and that unite them ancient customs of race, costume, culture, religion,
language, power, territory and way of life.  Racial group, indigenous community, ancestral community.  Community that
has common ancestry.

grupo maria
maria group is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Group Maria." being its meaning:<br>The Maria group, is a
religious group of faithful Catholics dedicated to prayer. Also called Legion of Mary.

gruta
In Colombia it is synonym of cavern, cave.  Antrum, pit, hollow, hole, pit.

grutas
In Colombia it is synonym of Caverns, caves.  Antrum, pit, hollow.

gu
It is a brand of energy gels, sports nutrition products. 

guabancex
In Arahuaca culture she was the goddess of winds and hurricanes.  Queen of storms in the Caribbean. 

guaca
In Colombia buried treasure, hidden treasure, burial.  It also means piggy bank.  Clay pot in which relics are kept. 
Indigenous burial.  It is also a municipality in the Department of Santander in Colombia.



guacaguaca
WaCA-waca is the name with which the fans or fans of the selection of South Africa are known. Bolivian dance. Musical
success of Shakira, Colombian singer "this is Africa". Zangalewa. Dark-skinned people.

guacamaya
Macaw is the common name for a parrot of great size of American origin.  Macaw.  Says macaws birds belonging to the
genus Ara. It has colorful feathers and the flows are quite long.  Its scientific name is Ara spp.  or Ara macao and
belongs to the family Psittacidae.

guacamota
It is one of the common names given to cassava or manioc (Manihot esculenta).

guacata
According to the Muisca tradition, it is the name of the emerald that Bochica gave to Suamox, which was transformed
into Lake Tota.  Name of some tourist cabins in Paipa, Boyacá. 

guachacote
It is one of the common names given to a tree of edible and medicinal fruits.  It is also usually called guachocote, ,
huaxocote , manzanita , manzanita de cerro , manzanito , nanche rojo , nance rojo , nancerol medicinal , nanche ,
nanche de cerro , nanche de monte , nanche montuno , palo de nanche .  Its scientific name is Malpighia mexicana and
it belongs to the Malpighiaceae family.  It is an endangered species. 

guachada
In Colombia rudeness, vulgarity, something ordinary or poorly made.   It is a word very Bogota.

guachafa
In Colombia means guachafita, disorder, excitement, relaxation, riot, bustle, scandal.  racket.  It is a term used in
Venezuela (in Colombia say guachafita).

guachafita
The Colombia means disorder, chaos, fun, holiday, relaxation.

guachafo
Poorly dressed person.  Huachafo is also used.  It is a Chileanism. 

guachapel
It is one of the common names of a leafy tree.  It is also known as guachapelí, guachapele, iguá, tabaca, naumo, nauno,
bean.  It has hard and resistant wood.  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its scientific name is Pseudosamanea
guachapele or also Albizia guachapele.  . 

guachapele de guayaquil
It is the common name of a tree in Ecuador.  It is also called iguá, nauno, naumo or tabaca, bean.  It is also usually
called yellow cedar or yellow iguá.  Its scientific name is Pseudosamanea guachapele and it belongs to the Fabaceae
family.  It is synonymous with Albizia guachapele



guachapelí
It is one of the common names of a leafy tree.  It is also known as guachapel, guachapele, iguá, tabaca, naumo, nauno,
bean.  It has hard and resistant wood.  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its scientific name is Pseudosamanea
guachapele or also Albizia guachapele.   . 

guacharaca
In Colombia it can be a very bustling bird of the genus Ortalis.  It is also called characa or chachalaca.  It is also the
name of a friction or rubbing musical instrument, also known as scraping or scraping. 

guacharnaco
It is a term used in southern Colombia and ecuador.  It means ordinary person, in bad taste.  It also means sloppy in
dress, poorly dressed, poorly dressed. 

guache
In Colombia means rude, offensive, vulgar, uneducated, ordinary, person of bad manners or bad character.  Also we say
gouache to a mammalian animal's elongated nose of the family Procyonidae, its scientific name is Nasua Nasua and
receives other common names like cusumbo, coati, Bush Dog.

guachimán
In Colombia it means caretaker, doorman, watchman.  Serene, guard.

guachineo
It is the name of a new song of Reggaeton, which has become famous in Cuba and Miami.  Very sticky dance of Cuban
origin.  Inflection of guachinear.  It means doubt, undecided, being between two waters.  Hesitation.

guachipa
In the Caribbean it means scratch, piquiña, itching, itching.  It can also be an infected pimple, usually on the head
between the scalp. 

guachipupa
Cuba is a soft drink that has water, sugar and a colorful dye some fruit-flavored. In Colombia we say pens or Frutino.
They have little nutritional value.

guacho
It is a word used in America and has different meanings.  In quechua means poor (from the word wakcha).  It also
means orphan, extramarital child.  In Chile is a plant that grows spontaneously and is left in the garden for their beauty
or a wild animal that has tamed and becomes pet.  It also means only, non, without a partner.  In Argentina means
villain, scoundrel.  Cuba is peasant, rural.  In Mexico it is a derogatory way to call southerners in the country, chilango.  It
also means breeding, Cryo, Chick, child, calf, calf, immature, piece, fraction.  It is the alias of a criminal of Ecuadorian
origin.

guacho-a
In Colombia it is the name given to a small animal calf, especially a bird.  Orphan breeding of any animal.  Chicken,
chick or orphan. 



guachochi
guachochi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Huachoq or Wachoq" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Huachochi, huachoq or Wachoq. In quechua means fornicador, sinner. Anyone who commits adultery.

guachocote
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to the tree and the fruit of Malpighia mexicana of the Malpighiaceae
family.  They also say nanche or amuzgo.

guachupa
Single woman who has had children.  bastardera .  It is a word of Quechua origin.   There is also the word guapucha ,
which is of Muisca origin and means white fish.  Name of a small freshwater fish . 

guachupino
Pejorative way to treat Native Americans in Spain.  Greaser.

guaco
It is the name of a bagpipe zulian musical band born in Maracaibo (Venezuela).  In Colombia is the name of a type of
Heron, whose scientific name is Nycticorax nycticorax, of the Ardidae family.  It also said huaco, feetfirst, visit or night
heron.  In America, a guaco is also the same cheerful or Merry, Hawk known by other common names: guace, valdivia,
guaicurú.  Its scientific name is laughing cachinnans and belongs to the Family Falconidae.  It is also the name of a
plant, whose scientific name is Mikania glomerata and belongs to the family Asteraceae.  It has medicinal uses,
including as an antidote for snake bites and treatment of melanoma.

guadalajara
Name of a City, a Municipality and a Province in Spain (Castile La Mancha).  Name of a city in Mexico in the State of
Jalisco.  Name of a city of Colombia in the Department of Valle del Cauca, its full name is Guadalajara de Buga and is
better known as Buga.  The word as such is of Arabic origin and means "River of Stones", "Valley of the Fortresses" or
"River that runs between stones".  Name of a song composed by Pepe Guízar . 

guadaña
It is a type of tool that is used in the agro to prune grass or mow grass.  It is also called guaterera, dalle or dalla.  It
consists of a handle with a very sharp curved blade at one end.  In the agro sector it is also called scythe to weeds or
grass that has been cut with the guadañara.  There are various types and there are currently manual and motorized. 
Colloquially, in Colombia, we say scythe, to the defending footballer, who does not let any striker of the opposing team
pass.  Weapon that wields "Death".

guadarrama
It is the name of a town and a municipality of the Community of Madrid.  Name of an inland mountain range in the
Iberian Peninsula (Spain).  Name of Spanish river tributary of the Tagus.  The word as such means river of the sand or
sandy river.  Some authors also define it as a watershed. 

guadiana
It is the name of one of the largest rivers in Spain and Portugal (Iberian Peninsula).  It means valley of the river Ana or
Anas.  Formerly it was called ana river or river of the ducks (anas) by the Romans.  The word is of Arabic origin Wadi
ana).  It also means temporary.  sporadic, which appears and disappears. 



guadijeño
It means that he is a native of Gaudix, a city in Spain in the Province of Granada (Andalusia).  Synonym of accitano . 
Natural of the ancient region of Acci. 

guadua
In Colombia it is a large grass plant.  It is also called guafa, cañaza or tacuara.  In Botany it is also the name of a genus
of plants belonging to the family Poaceae.  They are very similar to bamboo and is widely used in constructions of all
kinds.

guafa
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains means guadua .  It is the name of a plant in the family Poaceae, also
known as cane or tacuara.  It's very similar to bamboo.  Its scientific name is Guadua spp.  .  There are many species
and varieties.

guagara
In various parts of Central America is the common name of a palm tree.  Its scientific name is Cryosophila guagara and
belongs to the family Arecaceae.  it is endemic to Chiriquí in Panama and Costa Rica.

guagipal
In Costa Rica, it is another common name that gives the chin, slime or alligator glasses.  Cachirre.

guagipal babilla
They are two common names that have in Costa Rica the alligator of Spectacles (Caiman crocodilus).  In Colombia We
also say Baba, Blanco or Cachirre.  It belongs to the Alligatoridae family.  He's about two feet tall in his adulthood.

guagua
In several Andean countries means toddler, baby.  It can also be a type of bus.  In Colombia is a rodent that is also
known as paca, tinajo, or guatinajo.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca.  It belongs to the family Cuniculidae.

guaguancó
guaguancó is incorrectly written and it should be written as Guaguancó ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Guaguancó.  It is the name of a very popular neighborhood of Havana, Cuba.  Dance erotic and musical
rhythm originating in the same neighborhood Cuban and have much affinity with the sauce.  They are the result of the
mixture of Spanish and African traditions especially the tribe Gangu.

guagüero
In Colombia means person who likes consuming guagua (medium mount, also called paca or lapa mammal).  Hunter
bus, limpets or bales.  In Ecuador is minder and colloquial way pediatrician.  A person who cares for children.  It can
also be a public service bus or ambulance driver.

guaiacum
You can also use the term Guajacum.  It has the word origin Caribbean and was adapted in other languages.  Mean
guayacán, guaiac, Indian rosewood or rosewood.  Rubber or resin curing.  Expectorant.  It is a genus of the family
Zygophyllacea.



guaicaipuro
It was the name of an indigenous Caribbean chieftain who in Venezuela ruled the Caracas and the Teques.  He was a
great leader and fought fiercely against the conquerors.

guailón
It means large and slow person.  In Colombia we colloquially say "large and acabachiros", bobarron, tontarron.  It is a
term used in Chile.

guaireño
It means that he is originally from Guaira or La Guaira.  Resident in Guaira or La Guaira.  Related to La Guaira or
Guaira.  Guaira is the name of a Paraguayan people and there was a Province called Guayra.  La Guaira is the name of
a Venezuelan port, close to Caracas and also from a state (formerly State of Vargas).  There is also a municipality of
Brazil, with that name and belonging to the State of Paraná.  The word in Tupi-Guarani means "Place of difficult access".

guaitacaminos
Aguaitacaminos is also used.  In Venezuela it is a way to call some nocturnal birds insectivorous and frugivorous.  In
Colombia most of us call henciegas and other guácharos.  It is also called tayo, choita, chotacabras, atajacaminos,
yñarca, gallinaciega, dormilón or plasta.  The first is the Systellura longirostris of the Caprimulgidae family.  The second
belongs to the family Steatornithidae and its scientific name is Steatornis caripensis.  It is also called cavebird or oily
bird.  Artistic name of a plain music singer, named Antonio Martínez. 

guaje jícaro
They are two of the common names in Central America of a tree in the bignoniaceae family.  It is also known as nose,
huaje, tecomate, coatecomate, cirial, cirio, gyro, totumo or pumpkin tree.  Its scientific name is Crescentia alata.  The
Crescentia cujete is also given the same names, very similar.

guajira
It is a Department of Colombia, and its capital is Riohacha.  The name of a Peninsula in Colombia.  In Cuba it means
farmer, peasant, tosca, rustic.  Also in Cuba is a musical rhythm, derived from Cuban and used by Spaniards in the
zarzuela point.  First guajira was called ""The brook that murmurs", from Jorge Anckermann."

guajiro
In Cuba, it means person from the countryside, farmer, peasant.  Rustic, rough.  In Colombia person who is a native of
the Department of La Guajira.  Wayuu . 

guajolote
It is another way of calling turkey, pisco or chompipe in Mexico. 

guajolotito
Small guajolote, guajolote calf, pisco or turkey.  It is a term used in Mexico.  In Colombia we call them pavements or
pisquitos.  They receive other names such as coconitos, totolines or totollines.

guala
In Colombia says guala to a bird of prey and Scavenger gallinazo, Pimp, goalkeeper or buzzard family.  It has common
names buzzard Aura, cabecirojo, red-headed Vulture urubu, Colombian species of vulture.  Its scientific name is
Cathartes aura and belongs to the family Cathartidae.



guala también es sinónimo de arquero
In colloquial language and Macondiano if.  Guala is synonymous with goalkeeper and goalkeeper is also Gallinazo, but
also Cerberus, goalkeeper, goalkeeper or goalkeeper.  It refers to the former archers dressed in black completely (and
resembled a gallinazo for his wardrobe).

gualberto
It is a name of Germanic origin male and means that shines by its power, sublime brilliance.  A Spanish musician,
pioneer of the Andalusian rock is Gualberto García Pérez.

gualdo
It is another way of calling the yellow color.  Also it said Amber, gold, blond, straw, aureus, Griffon, sulphured.

gualdrapa
It is a fabric or cloth that is placed over the saddle and the horse legs so the mud do not splash the rider.  Coverage for
horses.

gualdrapudo
It means it's shaped like a gualdrapa.  It means very warm or covered.  He wears a lot of clothes to cover himself.

gualele
It is one of the ways to call bananas.  It is a tropical fruit.  Banana. 

gualiche
It means spell, spell, spell. 

gualicho
In Chile means demon, Devil, evil, harmful, evil.  It is a term of mapuche origin (mapudungun).

gualí
In Colombia it is the name of a river, a tributary of the Magdalena River.  River passing through the city of Honda in the
Department of Tolima.  Gualí is also the name of a wetland of the municipality of Funza, in the Department of
Cundinamarca.  Gualí or also called Chigualo, is the name of a funeral ritual for children under 7, among our
Afro-descendant communities.  Praise.  Also in Colombia it is said in some parts gualí to the black pava, bore, burría or
guayón, which is a bird, whose scientific name is Bored bored and belongs to the Cracidae family.

gualla
It is the name given a pre-Inca people inhabiting the Valley of Cuzco in Peru.  Guaya (with and), in Colombia is a thin
steel cable.

gualtrapa
The correct term is gualdrapa, with d .  It is a cloth cover that is placed on a horse's saddle or saddle.  It has the function
of avoiding mud splashes.

gualumbo



It is one of the multiple forms as Mexicans call the flower of the agave or maguey flower.   They also say flor in mezcal,
tourist flower, flower quiote, flower pitol, bayusa, cacaya, huexote, machete, flower of sotol.

guamache
It is one of the many names in Mexico overlooking the Pithecellobium dulce, which is a tree in the Fabaceae family. 
They also say muchite, smoke, huamuchil, guamuchil, macochin, chucum, guamuche.

guamachito
In eastern Colombia is the name of a small and thorny tree that is also called guamacho, guamache, supire, supi, sigh. 
Its scientific name is Peseskia guamacho.  It belongs to the family Cactaceae. 

guamara
It is the name in Central America of a plant and its fruits.  It looks like pineapple.  It is also known as guámara, aguama,
timbiriche , piro , piñuela , piñuelilla , caraguatá , chicuipo.  It has thorny pencass leaves, its scientific name is Bromelia
pinguin.  It belongs to the family Bromeliaceae.  Also called guamara in Venezuela is a small rodent of the dasyproctidae
family, namely Dasyprocta guamara.

guamá
In the Department of Nariño, in Colombia it is a surname of indigenous origin.  There is also Guaman.  Name of a Taino
indigenous chieftain of Cuba, who fought against the Spanish conquistadors.  Name of a municipality of Cuba, which
belongs to the Province of Santiago de Cuba.   Common name of a tree in Cuba, of the family Fabaceae.  Its scientific
name is Lonchocarpus domingensis. 


